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Relative to United’s1 proposal to serve Cape Town from Washington Dulles2  – which 

would cement United’s U.S.-Cape Town monopoly and offer scant incremental benefits to 

United’s existing Newark-Cape Town service – Delta’s  proposal to launch roundtrip nonstop 

Atlanta-Cape Town service3 would introduce critical competition in a limited entry market, offer 

more capacity and connections, create a new U.S. gateway to Cape Town, offer superior 

operational performance and customer satisfaction, and, ultimately, more public benefits.  As 

further detailed in this Answer, United appears primarily interested in blocking Delta’s pro-

consumer, pro-competitive service and maintaining its nonstop Cape Town monopoly.  The 

Department should select Delta’s proposal and award three U.S.-South Africa combination 

frequencies to Delta to launch the first nonstop Atlanta-Cape Town flights and start delivering the 

substantial public benefits described in the Delta filings to date. 

None of the arguments that United makes in its Supplemental Application undercut the 

clear and compelling public benefits that would flow from Delta’s proposed three-times weekly 

roundtrip nonstop Atlanta-Cape Town flights; in fact, they underscore why Delta’s proposal should 

 
1 Common names are used for airlines. 
2 Supplement to Application of United Airlines, Inc., filed May 18, 2022 in Docket DOT-OST-2022-0050 
(“United Supplemental Application”). 
3  Amendment and Supplement to Application of Delta Air Lines, Inc., filed May 18, 2022 in Docket DOT-
OST-2022-0050 (“Delta Amended and Supplemented Application”). 
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be selected.  Delta’s proposal fulfills the Department’s principal objective in this proceeding – 

maximizing benefits for the public – because it will provide more U.S.-South Africa capacity than 

United, offer substantially greater connectivity to/from destinations in the United States via Atlanta 

than United via Dulles, open Cape Town service to a new region of the U.S., and enable 

customers to experience Delta’s superior operational performance and customer service.  

Perhaps most importantly, awarding the requested frequencies to Delta would best serve the 

public interest because Delta’s is the only proposal of the two that would enhance the competitive 

environment in the U.S.-Cape Town market specifically and the limited-entry U.S.-South Africa 

market more broadly.  Delta urges the Department to grant its application for three weekly 

frequencies to inaugurate nonstop Atlanta-Cape Town service.   

Delta offers the following in support of its Answer:   

I. Delta’s Atlanta-Cape Town Proposal Has a Clear and Convincing Competitive 
Edge over United’s Proposal. 

In selecting Delta, the Department would introduce, for the first time ever, nonstop 

competition in the U.S.-Cape Town market, maximize the number and quality of seats available 

to travelers, maximize the number of communities that would benefit by new one-stop connections 

to Cape Town, enhance inter-gateway and inter-regional competition for Cape Town travelers, 

minimize travel disruptions, and choose the more environmentally sustainable service on a per-

seat basis. 

A. Selecting Delta’s Proposal Would Introduce Competition in the United States-
Cape Town Market.   

As explained in its Amended and Supplemented Application, Delta’s proposed flight to 

Cape Town from Atlanta would introduce the first competitive nonstop option for U.S.-Cape Town 

travelers.  Only Delta’s proposal would close the gap in Department-awarded weekly frequencies 

between United and Delta to/from Cape Town:  See also Exhibit DL-101.  Similarly, only Delta’s 

proposal would close the gap in U.S.-South Africa frequency awards, offering competitive 

discipline to United’s established Newark-Cape Town flights.   
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By reaching parity with United’s awarded frequencies for service to/from Cape Town, Delta 

will ensure its ability to compete for travelers between the U.S. and Cape Town specifically and 

South Africa more broadly; with travelers benefiting greatly (Exhibit DL-A-101).  Cape Town is the 

second largest destination in South Africa for travelers from the U.S.  By contrast, an award to 

United would foreclose nonstop U.S.-Cape Town competition for the foreseeable future unless 

and until the Air Transport Agreement between the United States and South Africa (“Agreement”) 

is amended.  In the limited-entry market of South Africa, it is United – not Delta – that currently 

holds a structural advantage.  United’s proposal, if selected, would fortify its nonstop U.S.-Cape 

Town monopoly and foreclose competition and consumer choice. 

B. Delta’s Proposal Would Provide More and Better Capacity Between the United 
States and Cape Town.   

By proposing to serve Cape Town with its largest and most award-winning aircraft, the 

Airbus A350-900, Delta is demonstrating its commitment to introducing the most capacity possible 

in the U.S.-Cape Town nonstop market with its premier product.  Delta’s A350-900s offer 49 more 

seats, or more than 19% more capacity, per trip than the 787-9 aircraft United proposes to use4  

(Exhibit DL-A-102).  On an annualized basis this extra capacity will result in more than 15,000 

additional bi-directional seats in the U.S.-Cape Town market, fulfilling the Department’s primary 

objective of maximizing public benefits.  This would be the equivalent of 60 extra annual United 

operations to Cape Town as proposed on its 787-9 aircraft (Exhibit DL-201).  As noted previously, 

offering additional capacity in a limited entry market is an important decisional factor for the 

Department in awarding new service.5 

Delta’s A350s provide a superior flying experience for passengers throughout all cabins 

of the aircraft (Exhibit DL-A-103).  Cape Town passengers in Delta’s A350 Main Cabin would 

enjoy more seat width and more pitch between rows than they would in the smaller aircraft 

 
4 United Supplemental Application, Attachment 1 at 1. 
5 See, e.g., DOT Order 2005-3-25, at 4 (tentatively selecting Ryan Airlines over USA 3000 “based on Ryan’s 
proposal to serve the Milwaukee-Cancun market using larger aircraft…”), as finalized in Order 2005-4-14.  
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proposed by United.  Passengers in Delta’s Premium Select cabin will find more space to stretch 

out and relax with a wider seat, an additional recline, and an adjustable footrest and leg rest.  

Premium customers will enjoy the award-winning Delta One cabin, an enclosed suite-like 

experience with a fully lie-flat bed and elevated service.  In addition, passengers will benefit from 

larger windows, optimized temperature and humidity, and a quieter trip.  

C. Delta’s Nonstop Atlanta-Cape Town Flights Would Offer Travelers Unparalleled 
Connections Within the U.S. 

In providing nonstop Cape Town service from its hometown, Delta will tap into the 

unmatched connecting power of the Atlanta hub.  As Delta explained in prior filings, U.S. demand 

for Cape Town travel is highly fragmented, with pockets of customers coming from many different 

points throughout the country.  Only New York is a true outlier of local demand, with nearly a 

quarter of the whole U.S.-Cape Town market.  New York, of course, already enjoys nonstop 

service to Cape Town via United at Newark.  Due to the fragmentation outside of New York, the 

travel-time benefits that would accrue to local O&D traffic between the respective proposed 

gateways of Dulles and Atlanta, on the one hand, and Cape Town, on the other hand, are limited 

when compared to the rest of demand widely distributed across the United States.  The 

Department should therefore prioritize one-stop connections in its comparative benefits analysis.   

In such an analysis, Atlanta is the clear winner.  Atlanta is the world’s busiest global 

aviation hub and serves the most domestic passengers.6  Delta’s Atlanta hub also offers more 

than four times the number of domestic departures than United at Dulles and more than six times 

the number of mainline departures (Exhibit DL-A-104).  Given the volume of connections available 

at Atlanta, more customers would also enjoy shorter connecting times (Exhibit DL-A-105).  Delta’s 

proposal also enables new connectivity for more than nine times the number of passengers 

 
6 Delta is attaching updated connecting flights information (Appendix B) to this Answer matching the 
methodology employed in United’s Supplemented Application to provide the Department an “apples-to-
apples” comparison.  Delta’s initial appendix was accurate but focused on best connections as opposed to 
the more expansive connecting criteria used by United.  Regardless of which methodology is used, so long 
as it is applied consistently, Delta’s proposal offers considerably more connectivity than United’s. 
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United’s proposal, given most prospective United passengers are already well served via Newark 

(Exhibit DL-A-105).  Mainline connections offer travelers increased comfort and increased 

operational reliability.  In addition, Delta’s passengers are less likely to be impacted by serial 

schedule changes, which limits the number of disruptions connecting customers face in the 

leadup to their travel (Exhibit DL-A-105).  And, as noted previously, Delta’s Atlanta hub offers the 

traveling public a superior connecting experience compared to United’s Dulles operation. 

D. Atlanta-Cape Town Would Enhance Inter-Gateway Competition and Open Cape 
Town Service to a New U.S. Region. 

Delta’s proposal is further distinguishable from United’s insofar as it will offer nonstop 

Cape Town service to a new region of the country.  In contrast to United’s proposal to serve Cape 

Town from Dulles – an inferior connecting airport that is a mere 212 miles from, and therefore 

largely duplicative with, United’s hub at Newark – Atlanta is 746 miles from Newark and therefore 

would serve a new region of the U.S. that is currently underserved.  United’s proposal of Dulles 

as a gateway to Cape Town would serve the same U.S. Mid-Atlantic region as United’s already 

existing Newark service, offering minimal incremental value and duplicative connecting 

opportunities. Travelers who fly Dulles-Newark-Cape Town would only face an additional 1.3% 

circuity in their routing versus a hypothetical Dulles-Cape Town nonstop flight.  By comparison, 

travelers who would be forced to fly Atlanta-Newark-Cape Town would see 5.3% circuity versus 

an Atlanta-Cape Town nonstop routing.  Given the proximity and shared United hub status of 

Dulles and Newark, Dulles is already well connected to Cape Town via Newark given the seven 

daily flights United plans to operate between Dulles and Newark starting on July, five of which 

connect to United’s Newark-Cape Town flight and seven of which connect from United’s Cape 

Town-Newark flight.7 

Delta’s proposal would have the added benefit of providing communities and businesses 

 
7 OAG Schedules for December 2022 (peak U.S.-South Africa demand period), pulled May 17, 2022, via 
Diio Mi. 
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in Georgia with the first-ever nonstop service to Cape Town.  Georgia is home to 17 Fortune 500 

Companies, 30 Fortune 1000 Companies, and is the number one state for business (Exhibit DL-

401).  Delta is also an active, beneficial member of the community in both Atlanta (exhibit DL-

402) and South Africa (Exhibit DL-403).  The Department would forge new links between the 

Southeast United States and Cape Town by awarding Delta’s proposal for new nonstop flights 

from Atlanta. 

E. Delta’s Proposal Would Allow Travelers to Enjoy Superior Operational 
Performance on 2021’s Top North American Airline in Customer Satisfaction. 

Delta also offers travelers a more reliable experience than United.  In 2021, Delta was the 

most on-time (Exhibit DL-501), least cancelled (Exhibit DL-502), and best bag handling of all the 

major U.S. network carriers (Exhibit DL-503).  Unsurprisingly, that results in far fewer complaints 

from travelers for Delta, only 1.3 per 100,000 enplanements compared to 4.9 for United (Exhibit 

DL-504).  Delta’s operational and customer excellence has helped it become the most awarded 

U.S. airline for customer service, recently winning the 2021 J.D. Power North America Airline 

Satisfaction Study (Exhibit DL-505), the 2021 Business Travel News Airline Survey (Exhibit DL-

506), Fortune’s 2021 Most Admired Airline, Fortune’s 2022 Most Admired U.S. Airline plus other 

awards (Exhibit DL-507).  If the Department approves Delta’s application, customers will have a 

better overall travel experience with fewer travel disruptions, fewer lost bags, and more seamless 

travel. 

A key part of Delta’s future success will involve its sustainability initiatives, an increasingly 

important factor in customer and stakeholder preferences.  Delta is pushing forward to net-zero 

by 2050 by using all levers commercially and economically available to us now and in the future, 

including continued fleet renewal, scaling up sustainable aviation fuel, operational improvements 

and offsets. (Exhibits DL-508 and DL-509). 
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II. The Arguments Presented in United’s Supplemental Application Underscore Why 
Delta’s Cape Town Proposal is Superior. 

A. United’s Fixation on its Rejected ‘Compromise Proposal’ Reveals the Ulterior 
Motive of its Application: to Obstruct and Delay the Launch of Delta’s Atlanta-
Cape Town Service. 

United introduces its Supplemental Application by again referencing its previous proposal 

to split the remaining four South Africa frequencies between it and Delta, lamenting that it “made 

every effort” to ensure the remaining U.S.-South Africa frequencies could be allocated “equitably” 

and “put to use immediately” without using the Department’s resources in a formal route 

proceeding.  This is faux magnanimity – an attempt to characterize United as an honest broker 

and responsible steward of Department-awarded frequencies and Delta as greedy for persisting 

with its request for three U.S.-South Africa frequencies.   

United’s “compromise proposal” would only perpetuate United’s structural advantage in 

Cape Town frequencies.  As explained in Delta’s prior filings, United’s so-called “compromise” 

would only preserve the three-frequency advantage United already enjoys in being able to offer 

nonstop Cape Town flights.  Allocating Delta three weekly frequencies would enhance competition 

because, upon Delta’s selection, both carriers would be at parity for nonstop Cape Town flying 

(Exhibit DL-A-201), providing customers with more head-to-head competitive offers.  Further, 

United’s claimed desire to see all four of the remaining U.S.-South Africa frequencies put to use 

begs the question: if full subscription of the 21 weekly South Africa frequencies is so important to 

United, why did it not apply to use all four remaining frequencies itself?  From an aircraft utilization 

standpoint, United could add an additional weekly flight to its proposed six-times weekly Cape 

Town service (three with frequencies already awarded for Newark service and three proposed for 

Dulles service) and still use the same number of aircraft as their current proposal for six weekly 

flights.  Said another way, United would need no additional aircraft to fund an additional weekly 

frequency going from six weekly flights to seven.   

The “compromise” would have suboptimized aircraft rotations for both Delta and United.  
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The fact that United did not propose to fully utilize the frequencies for its own application and also 

offered a “compromise” that would have meant under-utilizing an ultra-long-haul aircraft for both 

carriers suggests that United’s application is meant to block and delay Delta’s superior public 

benefits proposal to serve Cape Town three times weekly from Atlanta.   

It is particularly rich that United claims Delta’s application for three weekly frequencies for 

Atlanta-Cape Town service has “constrained United’s Cape Town plans.”8 Delta filed its 

application9 for these frequencies two weeks before United filed its own Application and more 

than two years after launching its Newark-Cape Town flights (Exhibit DL-A-202).10  United cannot 

argue with the fact that it was Delta, not itself, that submitted the first proposal to the Department 

to use three of the remaining four unallocated frequencies.  The Department would do well to 

ignore United’s thinly veiled attempt at magnanimity and any further discussion pertaining to 

United’s “compromise” allocation.   

Notwithstanding United’s attempts to delay the inauguration of Delta’s Atlanta-Cape Town 

service, Delta appreciates the Department setting a quick schedule in Order 2022-5-1 to settle 

this matter as expeditiously as possible.  It is United that benefits from any delays in adjudicating 

this matter, as it already has an established presence in Cape Town and can market and sell its 

Newark-Cape Town flights to consumers with certainty for the upcoming IATA Winter Season.  In 

contrast, Delta must wait until the end of this proceeding to know whether it will have the ability to 

sell any nonstop flights between Atlanta and Cape Town.   

B. Delta’s Determination to Secure Regulatory Authority for the Triangle Routing 
is Inapposite to this Case; If Anything, United Should Thank the Department 
for Securing South Africa’s Commitment to Honor U.S. Carrier Rights Under 
the Bilateral. 

In an attempt to cast doubt on Delta’s commitment to and network plans in South Africa, 

 
8 United Supplemental Application at 5. 
9 Application of Delta Air Lines, Inc. for a Frequency Allocation, filed February 17, 2022, in Dockets DOT-
OST-2020-0051 and DOT-OST-2006-23924 (“Delta Application”). 
10 Application of United Airlines, Inc. for a Frequency Allocation, filed March 4, 2022, in Docked DOT-OST-
2022-0022 at 2. (“United Application”). 
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United feigns bewilderment at Delta’s “relentless” pursuit of triangle route approval, speculating 

that Delta’s interest in the Atlanta-Johannesburg-Cape Town-Atlanta routing could diminish the 

“highest and best use” of the outstanding U.S.-South Africa frequencies at issue in this 

proceeding.  First and foremost, Delta appreciates the Department’s diligence and steadfast 

commitment to securing the South African approvals to authorize Delta’s triangle routing.11  The  

Department’s tireless efforts led to an outcome that will help Delta – and, prospectively, all other 

capable and interested U.S. carriers, such as United – exercise valuable air traffic rights that are 

expressly permitted under the United States-South Africa Air Transport Agreement.  Thanks to 

Delta’s “relentless” efforts and the Department’s successful resolution of the issue, United can 

now, upon request and receipt of all necessary governmental approvals, make use of that same 

right under the bilateral to increase its flexibility in serving South Africa.   

The triangle routing flexibility permitted under the bilateral will allow Delta to better serve 

Cape Town – but it does not replace the need for roundtrip nonstop authority to be able to compete 

with United’s already established Newark-Cape Town flight (Exhibit DL-A-203).  This flexibility is 

especially valuable in the operationally challenging and highest demand Southern Hemisphere 

Summer months, and will allow Delta to maintain its daily flights to Johannesburg.  Due to the 

relatively higher temperatures in the Summer months, a nonstop return flight to the U.S. may have 

payload limitations.  This challenge can be overcome, however, by making a commercial stop at 

Cape Town.  During these months, and on days where Delta does not operate roundtrip nonstop 

Atlanta-Cape Town-Atlanta service, Delta would complement Cape Town service with the Atlanta-

Johannesburg-Cape Town-Atlanta triangle routing, offering customers increased choice and 

return flights from both Johannesburg and Cape Town to the U.S. on each and every given day, 

exceeding even United’s proposal (Exhibit DL-A-204). 

 
11 United also incorrectly characterizes Delta’s application to the South African Department of Transport 
(“SADOT”) as having been denied May 14, 2021 (United Supplemental Application at 4).  As the 
Department is aware, this is not the case.  At no point was Delta’s application denied but rather it was 
pending action by SADOT. On April 7th, 2022, Delta, at the request of SADOT, Delta refiled the application 
and them was promptly granted. 
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United’s effort to discount the substantial public benefits that would flow from Delta’s 

nonstop Atlanta-Cape Town service by citing Delta’s parallel interest in the triangle routing is ill-

conceived.  The triangle routing is not an adequate substitute for Delta’s proposed Atlanta-Cape 

Town flight; if used, it would complement the nonstop flight and give Delta’s customers increased 

choice and options for reaching key markets in South Africa.  Moreover, thanks to Delta and the 

Department, there is no bilateral impediment to United seeking triangle routing authority of its 

own.   

C. Like United, Delta Has Invoked Start-Up and Dormancy Waivers for 
International Flying – But Its Commitment to South Africa Has Never Wavered. 

In yet another misdirection intended to portray Delta as an irresponsible steward of limited-

entry frequencies, United attempts to impugn Delta’s commitment to South Africa by noting that 

Delta has been flying less than daily to Johannesburg (a destination not directly at issue in this 

proceeding).  United’s argument neglects the fact that Delta, United, and dozens of other carriers 

are managing through the COVID-19 pandemic, which caused dramatic and extraordinary 

impacts on global aviation and devastated airline travel demand – including, in particular, demand 

to South Africa, where governmental restrictions have been sever in both directions of travel.  

United itself acknowledges the importance of these limited-entry route waivers, conceding in a 

footnote that it “remains supportive of this blanket waiver when and where COVID-19 demand 

and operational restrictions cause need for the waiver.”12  Yet, United obtusely ignores the precise 

reasoning behind them.  As the Department explained in its most recent extension of the 

temporary blanket relief from the 90-day limited-entry startup and dormancy conditions:  

In the circumstances presented, the Department finds that extension of the 
temporary blanket relief from these conditions is in the public interest, and that it 
will continue to serve the public interest to afford air carriers flexibility to begin or 
resume their international services as market conditions warrant, without risk that 
they will lose their route or frequency awards for nonuse.13 

 
12 United Supplemental Application, at 6, fn 13. 
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Delta, like United, is making use of the flexibility conferred by the Department to better tailor 

capacity to demand as market conditions warrant.  As United notes in its own filing, Delta is 

planning to return to six times weekly service in June and anticipates full restoration in October. 

Delta does not apologize for utilizing the sound, justified COVID-19 waiver framework established 

by the Department, nor should United, which has taken advantage of the waivers in several 

markets.  Johannesburg is a destination that has been impacted by both demand fluctuations and 

operational challenges. 

United’s tactics fall flat.  Delta has served Africa and South Africa since 2006 with the only 

interruption to South Africa service due directly to the pandemic and anticipated by the 

Department granting blanket dormancy waivers.  Delta’s commitment and service to Africa is 

unmatched by any other U.S. carrier with consistent coverage to its core markets in Lagos, 

Nigeria; Dakar, Senegal; Accra, Ghana; and Johannesburg, South Africa (Exhibit DL-A-205).  

Delta’s capacity to Africa has grown 38% since 2016, despite being the largest U.S. combination 

carrier serving the continent (Exhibit DL-A-206).   

In fact, it is United’s claimed commitment to South Africa, specifically, and Africa, 

generally, that warrants scrutiny.  Historically inconsistent in its service to the Africa, United 

showed little interest in serving the continent (Exhibit DL-A-207) until the pandemic largely shut 

down travel in the Transpacific, its largest long-haul region.  Needing to redeploy those assets, 

United pivoted to Africa opportunistically (Exhibit DL-A-208).  Delta, of course, does not judge 

United for restructuring its network and reallocating its equipment to more economical routes 

during the pandemic; Delta simply notes for the record United’s historical disinterest in Africa to 

highlight the flaws in United’s allegations against Delta.   

United’s commitment to providing year-round Dulles-Cape Town service also deserves 

closer scrutiny; at a minimum, it requires clarification.  In this competition between Delta’s Atlanta-

Cape Town proposal and United’s Dulles-Cape Town proposal, Delta has indicated that it is no 
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longer seeking seasonal flexibility14 and is committed to making use of its prospective award year-

round.  United, meanwhile, requests authority for year-round service, but notes in Attachment 1 

of its Supplemental Application that the “year-round” service would involve “seasonal flexibility to 

adjust capacity to potential fluctuations in demand.”15  Setting aside the ambiguity of that 

statement – and Delta hereby encourages United to clarify what that statement actually means – 

it is  incongruous with the dozens of references to “year-round service” in United’s Supplemental 

Application.  Absent clarification, Delta will interpret United’s statement to mean it would operate 

its Dulles-Cape Town flights on a seasonal (not year-round) basis. 

Looking ahead, Delta’s commitment to South Africa is poised to grow even stronger.  While 

it is true, as United notes in its Supplemental Application, that Delta made some necessary cuts 

to its fleet early in the pandemic, including cuts that affected Delta’s service to Johannesburg, 

additional deliveries of incrementally more capable Airbus A350-900 aircraft means that 

Johannesburg will remain one of Delta’s most important ultra-long-haul destinations for the 

foreseeable future.  As Delta worked to reinvigorate its ultra-long-haul fleet it also improved the 

efficiency of the aircraft being used for Atlanta-Johannesburg (Exhibit DL-A-209).16  It also allowed 

Delta to make industry-leading improvements in product with the introduction of the new Airbus 

A350-900 platform to the U.S.-South Africa market.   

Notwithstanding United’s rhetoric, the record demonstrates that Delta’s Atlanta-Cape 

Town proposal will generate far more competitive and consumer benefits than United’s.  If 

 
14 Amended and Supplemented Application fn 3. 
15 United Supplemented Application, Attachment 1 at 1: “United requests authority for year-round service, 
with seasonal flexibility to adjust capacity to potential fluctuations in demand.” 
16 It also bears repeating that the matter before the Department is to allocate three South Africa frequencies 
where both carriers have proposed Cape Town service, not Johannesburg.  As the Department is aware, 
Johannesburg’s O. R. Tambo International Airport presents distinct operational challenges for nonstop U.S. 
service, especially on the return leg, owing to its “high and hot” nature.  In addition, Johannesburg is 300 
miles further away from Atlanta than Cape Town.  Although the increment may seem small, at the extreme 
edges of ultra-long-haul flights it can be critical.  Despite United’s conflation of the two, Delta expects to 
have none of the structural operational challenges at Cape Town as it did at Johannesburg during the 
pandemic and the resulting transition from Boeing 777-200LR aircraft to the newer, more efficient Airbus 
A350-900s. 
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selected, Delta’s proposal will bring roundtrip nonstop competition to Cape Town, the largest 

South African city currently without competitive service.  And, further to the Department’s 

objectives in this proceeding, Delta will offer and maintain the best Cape Town (and South Africa) 

service for the traveling public. 

D. The Department Should Prioritize New Service that Benefits All of the U.S. with 
New Competition, Not Favor One City and Lock-in United’s Monopoly. 

Currently, U.S. travelers seeking to fly nonstop to Cape Town have a choice: they can fly 

United from Newark, or not at all.  United has a monopoly on nonstop U.S.-Cape Town service, 

a monopoly that would be perpetuated if the Department grants United’s proposal for three weekly 

frequencies for Dulles-Cape Town service.  By selecting Delta’s proposal in this case, the 

Department can introduce a competitive option for all travelers, including those in Washington, 

DC (Exhibit DL-A-210). 

Contrary to United’s insinuation that the relative wealth of the Washington, DC 

metropolitan area’s residents make them more deserving of new service to Cape Town,17 Delta’s 

proposal would benefit a wide swath of the country by introducing the only competitive service to 

United’s with robust and convenient connectivity via Atlanta.  And, of course, the nearly seven 

million residents of the Atlanta metropolitan would also benefit from direct service to Cape Town. 

Upon closer review, Dulles is actually the worst situated of all the Washington, DC airports 

to serve the local South African population and general demand for travel to South Africa (Exhibit 

DL-A-211).  Only 8% of the South African-American population in the Washington, DC metro area 

lives in Loudon County, Virginia where Dulles is located.  The highest concentration of South 

African-Americans in the Washington, DC metro area actually live in Prince George’s County, 

Maryland where it is much more convenient to use Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport 

(DCA) and/or Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport (BWI).  It would only 

 
17 United Supplemental Application at 8: “The region’s per capita income is $47,764, which generates the 
type of long-haul, business and premium leisure demand that desires service to South Africa.” 
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add 30 minutes or less for travelers to connect from Delta’s proposed Cape Town-Atlanta flight 

via Atlanta to DCA and drive to Prince George’s County, thereby mitigating any perceived 

advantage attributable to United’s direct service to Cape Town from Dulles. Similarly, travelers 

can easily access mass transit options via Metro at DCA, whereas Dulles’ long-delayed 

connection to closer-in communities via the Silver Line is still awaiting inauguration. 

Atlanta would also provide numerous unique benefits if selected as the next U.S. gateway 

to Cape Town.  As noted in Delta’s Amended and Supplemented Application, Atlanta is home to 

numerous companies and organizations with strong ties to Cape Town that would benefit from 

nonstop service (Exhibit DL-401).  For example, Coca-Cola’s world headquarters is in Atlanta and 

would benefit from having a direct flight to its regional operations in Cape Town.  Similarly, the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is based in Atlanta and has numerous projects 

throughout Africa, including Cape Town.  The CDC is at the forefront of U.S. public health and 

pandemic response.  Easier access for the CDC to Cape Town would also deepen ties between 

the U.S. and Africa.  Many government entities are not based in, or have large presences outside 

of, Washington, DC. 

E. Delta’s Atlanta-Cape Town Proposal Offers Far More Connectivity than 
United’s Dulles Proposal and Would Bring Competitive Service to Connected 
Cities. 

As Delta noted in its Amended and Supplemented Application, Atlanta is an unmatched 

airport for connections, especially for domestic U.S. connections.  This connectivity is critical to 

maximizing public benefits because demand for Cape Town travel is highly fragmented among 

major cities throughout the U.S.  Rather than tout the demand that originates or terminates at its 

hub, which is substantial as even United admits,18 Delta focuses on serving demand from almost 

the whole of the country (Exhibit DL-A-212).  Instead of focusing on which carriers’ hub is the 

origin or destination for prospective travelers, as if passengers in hub cities cannot in-fact choose 

 
18 United Supplemental Application at 10: “49.4% of [Cape Town] demand originates from or is destined for 
one of Delta’s hubs.” 
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to travel on non-hub airlines, the Department should more closely consider how those nodes of 

demand are connected to Cape Town via the Delta and United proposals.  In practice, many of 

United’s hubs, – Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, and San Francisco – and the majority of U.S.-

Cape Town demand generally would connect better or as well over Delta’s proposed Atlanta-

Cape Town service (Exhibit DL-A-213), and Delta actually has a larger footprint in Los Angeles 

than United.  Although perhaps less pertinent to the Department’s goal of maximizing the public 

benefits for the United States, even in terms of international departures Delta’s Atlanta hub offers 

far more options than United at Dulles (Exhibit DL-A-214).  Further, the connecting passenger 

experience at Dulles is suboptimal, with its mixture of automated trains and decades-old people 

movers, compared to the simple efficiency of Delta’s hub in Atlanta (Exhibit DL-A-215).  

In straining to quantify prospective traveler benefits resulting from its Dulles-Cape Town 

proposal,19 United overlooks a critical – and, in this case, the most critical – component of public 

benefits that United cannot deliver: inter-carrier competition.  As explained above, if United’s 

proposal were selected, zero passengers would have access to a new competitive U.S.-Cape 

Town option.  In contrast, Delta’s proposal would provide a new competitive option to virtually the 

whole of the U.S., including travelers in Washington, DC. 

F. United’s Claim of “Unique” Public Benefits is Based on its Conflation of 
Already-Awarded Newark-Cape Town with the Proposed Dulles-Cape Town 
Route. 

United closes its arguments with a few claimed “unique” benefits that supposedly are 

inherent it its Dulles-Cape Town proposal.  However, upon closer examination, each of these 

benefits are either not unique or a result of mis-accruing benefits of its already established 

Newark-Cape Town route to its proposed Dulles-Cape Town flights.   

Starting with the purported benefits resulting from United’s codeshare partnership with 

Airlink,20 Delta partners with Airlink on an interline basis that allows passengers full access to 

 
19 United Supplemental Application at 12-13. 
20 United Supplemental Application at 13-14. 
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Airlink’s beyond-Cape Town network (Exhibit DL-A-2016).  Although Delta does not have a 

codeshare agreement with Airlink, the agreements between the two carriers do include single-

carrier ticketing, through baggage check, and all other benefits that come with a standard interline 

agreement.  Further, the vast majority, more than 99%, of United’s Newark-Cape Town 

passengers originate or terminate their travel in Cape Town; as a result, beyond connections with 

Airlink are of minimal use to passengers {Exhibit DL-A-217).  And passengers can access the 

very same network via Delta’s interline relationship with Airlink. 

United also claims that the combination of its established and proposed six-times weekly 

U.S.-Cape Town service would benefit the public more than Delta’s three-times weekly Atlanta-

Cape Town proposal because travelers would have diverse day-of-week preferences.  United 

argues from a position of luxury given its structural advantage in the U.S.-South Africa market.  

The Department should only accept United’s claimed prospective benefits resulting from “more 

frequent service,” stimulation of “more new demand,” and easing the “impact of travel 

disruptions”21 if it is willing to eschew the procompetitive benefits of Delta’s entry into the roundtrip 

nonstop U.S.-Cape Town market and the overwhelming benefits to the public by having two 

carriers to choose from instead of one.  The incremental increase in day-of-week service at issue 

in this frequency allocation is the same for Delta and United: each carrier would offer travelers 

three additional days of service that they did not previously enjoy.  The difference in the proposals 

before the Department is that Delta seeks to introduce competition into a market currently 

monopolized by United, whereas United seeks to maintain its monopoly. 

Next United argues that its proposal would stimulate new traffic on the route consistent 

with what it observed in launching Newark-Cape Town service or increasing flights from three-

times weekly to daily on its San Francisco-Tel Aviv route.  Why United cherry-picked San 

Francisco-Tel Aviv is unclear, especially given the dissimilarity between it and proposals before 

 
21 United Supplemental Application at 14-18. 
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the Department.  It also is unclear why United expects that Dulles-Cape Town will have the same 

stimulatory effect as Newark-Cape Town when Dulles serves only a handful of unique points and 

is already well connected on a one-carrier basis to Cape Town via Newark.  Since Delta would 

offer new competitive service for the roundtrip nonstop Cape Town, it is more likely that its 

stimulatory effect would be larger, not smaller, than United’s. 

Lastly, United touts the supposed benefits of more days of service in minimizing the impact 

of travel disruptions.  However, what truly helps customers minimize the impact of travel 

disruptions is avoiding travel disruptions in the first place, something at which Delta excels relative 

to United (Exhibits DL-501 and DL-502).22  Delta’s overall operational superiority, especially with 

respect to cancellations (Exhibit DL-A-218), will mean fewer disruptions to passengers. 

III. Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above and in Delta’s prior filings, the Department should select 

Delta’s proposal to provide nonstop service between Atlanta and Cape Town using the three 

requested U.S.-South Africa frequencies.  United’s proposal to serve Cape Town from Dulles 

simply cannot compete with Delta’s; in fact, selecting United’s proposal would be anticompetitive, 

insofar as it would solidify United’s monopoly on U.S.-Cape Town flying.  Delta’s proposal has the 

clear edge on United’s with respect to competition, choice, capacity, connectivity, and customer 

experience – and will thereby fulfill the Department’s objective of maximizing public benefits.  

Delta urges the Department to issue a final order awarding three U.S.-Cape Town frequencies to 

Delta as soon as possible to avoid further delay and to allow Delta sufficient time to prepare for 

inaugurating nonstop Atlanta-Cape Town service.   

 
22 Even in the extreme example cited by United, during the fuel shortage in Johannesburg, Delta operated 
all scheduled flights whereas United cancelled six consecutive days of operations, from April 25th through 
the 30th.  Although Delta did make a fuel stop in Accra, Ghana on the 28th, this was done instead of 
cancelling the flight. That flight took various crew members from United and its joint venture partner 
Lufthansa who needed to return to their home bases in addition to some stranded United passengers. This 
was the only flight for which Delta had to make a fuel stop. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

   __________________________ 
   Christopher Walker 
    
   For DELTA AIR LINES, INC. 
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Delta’s Atlanta-Cape Town Proposal Has a Clear and 
Convincing Competitive Edge over United’s Proposal.
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• United had an average fare of $1,150 & $1,000 in ultra long-haul markets SIN and 
MEL in 2019 compared to an average fare of $800 in their Pacific markets with 
American or Delta competition

$1,150 

$1,000 

$800 
$760 

SIN
(UA Dominant)

MEL
(UA Dominant)

UA Fare in
Competitive*

Pacific Markets

DL Fare in DL-UA
Overlap Pacific

Markets

United Fare in US3 Standalone vs Competitive* 
Markets

U.S. DOT O&D Data, FY 2019

Delta’s Service Improves Competition in Otherwise 
United-Dominant Markets

*Competitive market set: HKG, HND, ICN, KIX, NRT, PEK, PVG, SYD
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Delta A350-900s Enable 19% More Seats 
Per Departure Versus United 787-900s

Equivalent Seats by Carrier

• 306-seat A350-900 provides 49 more seats per departure, generating more 
incremental passenger opportunities versus 257- seat United 787-900

• Delta’s proposal provides over 15,000 more annual seats to/from CPT annually 
compared to United’s

Five Delta A350-900s

Six United 787-900s
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Delta’s A350-900 Flagship Product Delivers Industry Leading 
Efficiency, Onboard Products, and Passenger Comfort

• Delta's A350-900s burn less fuel and environmental impact vs fleets they replace

• Onboard product features four cabins including an industry leading Business Class 
suite in Delta One, new Delta Premium Select, Comfort Plus, and Main Cabin

• The new design also features larger windows and optimized cabin pressure, 
temperature and humidity to help customers feel more refreshed after travel

Delta A350-900 Advantages

 Gauge

 Fuel Burn per Seat

 Onboard Comfort

 Noise

 Next-gen Materials

 Connectivity
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614

86

91

92

U.S.50 Departures by Hub

705

178

Atlanta Offers More U.S. Connections Than Any 
Other U.S. Hub, Eclipsing United Dulles Proposal

Source: Cirium July 2022 Schedule, as of 23 May

ATL IAD

• Delta offers nearly 4x more domestic departures than United at Dulles (IAD)

• Delta operates 528 (6 times) more mainline departures out of ATL than United 
mainline departures from IAD

Mainline Departures

Regional Jet Departures

52% on 
Regional Jets

15% on 
Regional Jets
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Atlanta Offers Shorter Connecting Times and More Destinations 
for Over 65k passengers, 50% More Than Dulles

6,171
13,164

60,016

32,265

ATL IAD

Connecting

Local

66,187

45,429

• Delta can efficiently serve over 27K more connecting passengers and connects 77 
markets not served by United’s IAD hub 

Passengers with Shorter Connecting Time 
with New ATL Versus New IAD

Source: MIDT, FY2019; Delta Forecast

Methodology: FY 19 MIDT Industry passengers (excl. NYC) split between ATL and IAD based on circuity and service level to gateway
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City CPT Demand % of Demand

TYS 0.2 0.1%

BDL 0.1 0.0%

DAY 0.2 0.1%

CAE 0.1 0.1%

HSV 0.1 0.0%

ROA 0.1 0.0%

CHO 0.0 0.0%

CKB 0.0 0.0%

SHD 0.0 0.0%

JST 0.0 0.0%

Total 0.7 0.3%

Given United’s Existing Newark Service, Delta Enables 
Connectivity for 9x More Passengers Than United via Dulles

• Delta will connect 67 unique markets with 4,763 passengers via ATL versus EWR

• Comparatively, IAD will only connect 10 unique markets with 517 total passengers   
(0.7 PDEW) versus EWR service

517

4,763

IAD

ATL
9x More Incremental 
Passengers than IAD

Incremental Annual Pax Served versus EWR 
Source: MIDT 2019; Cirium July Schedule

UA IAD Unique US50 Destinations vs. EWR PDEW

Methodology: Sum of FY2019 MIDT U.S.-CPT demand to/from cities with nonstop ATL or IAD service (but not EWR service)

Source: MIDT 2019; Cirium July Schedule
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Unlike United, Delta Summer 2022 Capacity has Been Aligned 
With Operating Constraints, Limiting International Customer 
Disruptions

• United has removed 15 pts of Summer capacity between January and May 
timeframe, removing over 100K seats, while Delta has only adjusted 3 pts for the 
same period

115%

100%

30 Jan 20 May

June – August International Seat Capacity 
Change by Carrier

OAG by Snap date

84% 81%

30 Jan 20 May

(15)
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The Arguments Presented in United’s Supplemental Application 
Underscore Why Delta’s Cape Town Proposal is Superior.

Docket DOT-OST-2022-0050
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Delta Rejected United “Compromise” Because It Would Have 
Resulted in a Structural United Advantage in South Africa

• 5-to-2 frequency imbalance would have perpetuated United’s lead in nonstop 
Cape Town service and undercut Delta’s attempt to introduce robust 
competition.

U.S. – South Africa 
United’s “Compromise” Proposal

12 total

9 total

CPT 
(5)

CPT 
(2)

UA cements 
structural 
advantage 
on U.S. to 

CPT

10 total

CPT 
(3)

10 total

CPT 
(3)

U.S. – South Africa 
Delta Proposal

50-50 
Allocation 
of U.S.-
South 
Africa 
Freqs
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United’s Interest in Cape Town Expansion Only Piqued After 
Delta’s Request for Limited Frequencies

2+ Years Later16 Dec 
2019

Delta Applies for 
ATL – CPT 

17 Feb 
2022

04 Mar 
2022

United Launches 
EWR – CPT 

United Applies 
for  IAD – CPT 

15 days 
later

• Despite launching CPT service in 2019, United only proposed incremental service 
after Delta submitted application to balance competitive landscape

• United’s opportunistic investment in Africa market should not be an impediment to 
equivalent access in the largest bilaterally constrained market 
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Delta and United Both Benefit From Johannesburg – Cape 
Town Routing Authority, One-stop Itinerary is Not 
Equivalent to United Nonstop Monopoly

• Approved JNB – CPT triangle routing is not equivalent to nonstop itinerary, adding 
4+ hours of elapsed time to connecting itineraries

• Delta’s proposal for equivalent nonstop and one-stop access balances the 
competitive environment 

• If desired, both carriers can adjust for one-stop CPT coverage 

U.S.

JNB

CPT

7 DL
7 UA

7 DL
7 UA

6

UA Proposal
(Nonstop Monopoly) 

DL Proposal
(Nonstop Balance) 

CPT
Nonstop 

JNB or 
JNB-CPT
One-stop 

U.S. – South Africa 
Frequencies by Type

20 20

3

3
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United’s Snapshot of Delta Cape Town Schedule Excludes 
Atlanta-Johannesburg-Cape Town-Atlanta Triangle Routing, 
Would Supplement Nonstop Access

• Delta’s ATL-JNB-CPT triangle routing coupled with nonstop access achieves 
100% of monthly service offering to Cape Town

Note: Delta’s CPT triangle routing tentatively planned for Winter IATA

Delta

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

CPT Nonstop
ATL-JNB-CPT
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• Delta has maintained consistent and robust service to Africa over last 15+ years

• United’s Africa presence is riddled with inconsistencies and service lapses

3+ Year 
Service 
Hiatus

Delta launches 
Africa service

Launches less-
than-daily IAD-

ACC

Launches less-
than-daily IAH-

LOS

Maintains consistent presence in Africa, 
with service to LOS, DSS, ACC, and JNB

XXX

No United Service in Africa

2006 2008 2012 2016 2021-222010 2014 2018 2020

Transfer single 
daily service to 

IAH-LOS

Launches ACC, JNB, CPT

Proposed 
ATL-CPT

Delta has Been Committed to South Africa and 
African Continent Service for Over 15 years
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456.8 460.2
502.1

523.5
545.3

629.1

2016 2017 2018 2019 2021 2022

Delta’s Annual Seats to Africa (000s)

Delta Capacity to Africa has Grown +38% Since 2016

CAGR = 5.5%

Source: OAG Schedule data 2016-2022
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United Ignored Africa Demand Until the Pandemic, When it 
Needed to Redeploy Capacity From Pacific Markets

• United Asia/Oceania fleet only ~50% restored for Summer 2022, redeployment of 
capacity targeted at previously under invested markets 

• 29 aircraft from United Asia/Oceania markets redeployed to rest-of-world

United Widebody Fleet Deployment
Delta Estimates, excludes India

Category
July 2019

Widebody A/C 
July 2022

Widebody A/C 

Asia / Oceania 62 33

Africa 0 5

Rest of World 129 172

Total Widebodies 191 210
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Delta Anticipates No Operational Issues on Atlanta-Cape Town, 
A350-900s Bring Increased Efficiency and Better Sustainability

• Cape Town elevation is 151 feet versus Johannesburg at 5,558 feet, dramatically 
reducing the operational challenges of our A350-900 aircraft

• Atlanta-Cape Town is 309 miles shorter than Johannesburg, further reducing 
operational challenges

• Delta is committed to bringing our next-generation aircraft to this ultra long-haul 
service resulting in over 25% fuel burn savings per seat

Fuel Burn (July)
ATL-CPT Roundtrip

Fleet
Fuel 

(Gallons/
seat)

B777-200LR 257

A350-900 192

Fuel Burn (July)
ATL-JNB Roundtrip

Fleet
Fuel 

(Gallons/
seat)

B777-200LR 266

A350-900 196

Source: Delta Performance Engineering

>25% lower >25% lower
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Delta’s Proposal Brings a New Competitive Option to 
More Than 146,000 Passengers

4,763

141,835

DL Proposal UA Proposal

Passengers currently
connecting over
EWR that can now
fly via ATL

Newly Enabled
Passengers (no
EWR option)

146,598

517

• With Delta’s proposal, U.S.-Cape Town passengers who are currently limited to 
just the EWR-CPT option will now have a choice in airlines and gateways

Volume of U.S.-CPT Passengers with newly 
expanded options under each proposal

Source: MIDT U.S.-CPT demand, FY2019

CPT demand from 
unique IAD points   
(no EWR option)
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• Highest concentration of South African - Americans live over an hour drive from 
Dulles in Prince George’s County, while only 8% live in Dulles’ Loudoun County

• Connecting through ATL to DCA only adds ½ hour of travel time vs flying to IAD 
and driving to Prince George’s County

Delta Atlanta Connectivity Within One Hour Elapsed Time of 
Majority of Dulles Catchment

84% of South African -
American Population
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Delta Focused on Connecting All U.S. Points to CPT and Not 
Just United Hubs

• United’s application highlights their hub demand, while Delta offers connectivity 
to over 2x more interior U.S. destinations via ATL

Source: United Application Section B, page 11 
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Delta Connects Over 80% of U.S. – Cape Town Demand 
Efficiently via Atlanta, Including Majority of United hubs 

• 9 of top 10 Delta’s U.S. – CPT flows are in Delta hubs or are more efficiently 
connected over ATL versus IAD

• 45% of U.S. to South Africa demand originates in Delta hubs

Rank City
% of 

Demand

1 NYC Nonstop

2 WAS 18%

4 CHI 11%

6 BOS 9%

9 SEA 6%

Rank City
% of 

Demand

3 LAX 17%

5 SFO 11%

7 ATL 8%

8 MIA 7%

10 HOU 6%

Delta Hubs

ATL

Source: MIDT FY2019 and Internal Delta Forecast
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Daily Departures for Delta (ATL) and United (IAD)
Source: Cirium data for November 2022 as of 20 May

Delta’s Atlanta International and Domestic Hub Operations

• Atlanta hub eclipses Dulles in destinations and departures across all regions, 
offering 2x the number of daily departures versus Dulles

62

36

ATL IAD

740

218

ATL IAD

International Departures Domestic Departures

ATL IAD ATL IAD
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Delta’s Atlanta Hub Offers Efficient and Superior 
Connecting Experience for U.S. Customers

• IAD local and connecting customers required to use mix of automated trains and 
decades-old mobile lounges

• ATL efficiency provides walk-in/out access to International operations and single 
spine automated train to all connecting services. 

IAD ATL
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Delta Airlink Interline Agreement Offers Full Access to Beyond 
Destinations from Cape Town and Johannesburg

United Airlink CPT Beyond Access
Cirium , July 2022

Delta Airlink CPT Beyond Access
Cirium , July 2022

• Delta and Airlink interline agreement ensures that with CPT nonstop balance, U.S. 
passengers have full access to Airlink beyond destinations

• Only 1 of 14 destinations served by Airlink in CPT are not served via JNB, 
providing equivalent access to United’s JNB route 
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Airlink Destination City 1Q22 Ind PDEW
1Q22 Pax on EWR-CPT Using 

Airlink PDEW

HRE Harare 48 0.1

PLZ Port Elizabeth 19 0.2

WDH Windhoek 17 0.2

GRJ George 8 0.1

BFN Bloemfontein 4 0.0

VFA Victoria Falls 3 0.0

KIM Kimberley 2 0.0

HDS Hoedspruit 1 0.0

MQP Mbombela 1 0.0

UTN Upington 1 0.0

Grand Total 102.4 0.7

Source: MIDT 1Q2022

Less Than 1% of United’s Newark – Cape Town Passengers 
Connected to/from Airlink in 1Q22

United EWRCPT PDEW Connecting to/from Airlink in 1Q22

• United touts its relationship with Airlink but the numbers tell a different story
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Delta’s Operation Consistently Delivers for Customers

• In 2021 United canceled more than triple as many flights as Delta

• Delta’s industry-leading operation lowers potential for disruption, while larger ATL 
hub ensures multiple connecting opportunities for U.S. destinations 

7,866

26,203

DL UA

Source: FY2021, DOT Air Travel Consumer Reports, 
including branded codeshare partners

UA - 3x 
More 

Cancels

2021 System Flight Cancellations

ATL - 705 IAD - 178Daily Departures by Hub 
(July 2022)
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